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625 SLATERS LANE A parquet block With a Woodwork joint has tWo parallel 
FOURTH FLOOR abutting sides, a longitudinal notch, a longitudinal tongue, 
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longitudinal notch, the longitudinal tongue, the transverse 
(21) Appl, N()_j 10/720,138 grooves and the transverse tongues on adjacent parquet 

blocks interlock to hold the parquet blocks securely in the 
(22) Filed: Nov. 25, 2003 longitudinal and transverse directions. 
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PARQUET BLOCK WITH WOODWORK JOINTS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to a parquet block 
With Woodwork joints, especially to a parquet block With 
Woodwork joints that can securely attach to adjacent parquet 
blocks and have an attractive appearance. 

[0003] 2. Description of Related Art 

[0004] People often use parquet ?oors to decorate houses. 
The parquet ?oors cornprise parquet blocks connected to 
adjacent parquet blocks at a joint. HoWever, the parquet 
blocks easily separate at the joint. 

[0005] With reference to FIG. 7, conventional parquet 
blocks use tongue and groove joints to overcome the fore 
going problern. Adjacent parquet blocks have parallel abut 
ting edges (not numbered), grooves (10) and tongues A 
groove (10) is de?ned on one of the abutting edges, and a 
tongue (9) is formed on the abutting edge opposite to the 
groove (10). When the tongue (9) and the groove (10) are 
joined, the tongue (9) on an abutting side of a parquet block 
is inserted into the groove (10) on an adjacent parquet block 
to form a joint. The conventional tongue and groove joint 
positively holds abutting parquet blocks transversely rela 
tive to each other. HoWever, the groove (10) and the tongue 
(9) of the conventional Woodwork joint cannot positively 
hold abutting parquet longitudinally relative to each other so 
the joint betWeen abutting parquet blocks easily separates in 
a longitudinal direction. When the parquet blocks separate 
enough in the longitudinal direction, the parquet blocks Will 
lift from the ?oor and have an unattractive appearance. 

[0006] To overcome the shortcomings of the conventional 
Woodwork joint, the present invention provides a parquet 
block With Woodwork joints to mitigate or obviate the 
aforementioned problerns. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] The primary objective of the present invention is to 
provide adjacent parquet blocks With Woodwork joints hav 
ing opposite parallel abutting edges, a longitudinal notch, a 
longitudinal tongue, tWo transverse grooves and tWo trans 
verse tongues, Which Will not separate either longitudinally 
or transversely. The longitudinal notch is de?ned at parallel 
abutting edges of one of the parquet blocks. The tongue is 
formed on the parallel abutting edge of the adjacent parquet 
block opposite to and inserted into the notch in the adjacent 
parquet block. The groove is de?ned on another edge 
adjacent to the edge With the notch, the tongue is formed on 
the side opposite from the groove so the tongue can be 
mounted in the groove of the adjacent parquet block. 

[0008] Assernbling the parquet blocks With the foregoing 
Woodwork joint features makes the parquet blocks connect 
?rrnly and keeps the parquet blocks from releasing in either 
the transverse or longitudinal direction. 
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[0009] Other objectives, advantages and novel features of 
the invention will become more apparent from the folloWing 
detailed description When taken in conjunction With the 
accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0010] FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a parquet block in 
accordance With the present invention; 

[0011] 
FIG. 1; 

FIG. 2 is a top plan vieW of the parquet block in 

[0012] FIG. 3 is a front plan vieW of the parquet block in 
FIG. 1; 

[0013] FIG. 4 is a left side plan vieW of the parquet block 
in FIG. 1; 

[0014] FIG. 5 is a cross sectional left side plan vieW of a 
joint betWeen adjacent parquet blocks in FIG. 1; 

[0015] FIG. 6 is a cross sectional front plan vieW of a joint 
betWeen adjacent parquet blocks in FIG. 1; and 

[0016] FIG. 7 is a cross sectional side plan vieW of a 
conventional Woodwork joint betWeen adjacent conven 
tional parquet blocks in accordance With the prior art. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0017] With reference to FIGS. 1 to 4, a parquet block in 
accordance With the present invention has Woodwork joints 
to connect ?rrnly to adjacent parquet blocks in each direc 
tion. The parquet block in accordance With the present 
invention has a front side (not nurnbered), a rear side (not 
nurnbered), a right side (not nurnbered), a left side (not 
nurnbered), an upper edge (not nurnbered), a loWer edge (not 
nurnbered), a longitudinal tongue (1), a longitudinal notch 
(6), tWo transverse grooves (5) and tWo transverse tongues 
(3). 
[0018] With further reference to FIG. 3, the longitudinal 
tongue (1) and the notch (6) are formed respectively on the 
right side and left side of the parquet block opposite to each 
other. The longitudinal tongue (1) has a short upper side (not 
numbered) and a long loWer side (not nurnbered). The long 
loWer side has a proximal edge (not numbered) and a 
longitudinal detent The longitudinal detent (2) is formed 
at the proximal edge of the long loWer side of the longitu 
dinal tongue The longitudinal notch (6) has a short upper 
side (not numbered) and a long loWer side (not nurnbered). 
The long loWer side has a distal edge (not numbered) and an 
upWard protrusion The upWard protrusion (7) is formed 
at the distal edge of the long loWer side of the longitudinal 
notch (6) and corresponds to the longitudinal detent (2) in 
the longitudinal tongue The longitudinal tongue (1) is 
inserted longitudinally into the longitudinal notch (6) in an 
adjacent parquet block, and the upWard protrusion (7) is 
securely held in the longitudinal detent 

[0019] With reference to FIG. 4, the transverse tongues 
(3) and the transverse grooves (5) are de?ned on sides of the 
parquet block different from the sides With the longitudinal 
notch (6) and the longitudinal tongue The Width of the 
transverse tongue (3) is equal to the Width of the transverse 
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groove The transverse tongues (3) are integrally formed 
on the side and the transverse grooves (5) are de?ned beside 
the transverse tongues 

[0020] With further reference to FIGS. 5 and 6, the 
parquet blocks With the Woodwork joints are assembled by 
?rst inserting a transverse tongue (3) into an adjacent 
transverse groove (5) to connect the parquet blocks together 
in one direction. The longitudinal tongue (1) is transversely 
inserted into the longitudinal notch (6) of another adjacent 
parquet block and the upWard protrusion (7) is mounted 
inside the longitudinal detent (2) so that the parquet blocks 
connect ?rmly to the adjacent parquet blocks in a longitu 
dinal direction. 

[0021] The parquet block With the Woodwork joint in 
accordance With the present has the folloWing advantages. 

[0022] 1. The parquet blocks are securely held in longi 
tudinal and transverse by the transverse tongues (3) inserted 
into the transverse grooves (5), the longitudinal tongues (1) 
inserted into the longitudinal notches (6) and the upWard 
protrusions (7) inserted into the longitudinal detents 

[0023] 2. The parquet block With the Woodwork joint in 
accordance With the present invention can prevent the joint 
frorn separating so that the parquet blocks With the Wood 
Work joint provide an attractive appearance. 

[0024] Even though nurnerous characteristics and advan 
tages of the present invention have been set forth in the 
foregoing description, together With details of the structure 
and function of the invention, that the disclosure is illustra 
tive only, and changes may be made in detail, especially in 
matters of shape, siZe, and arrangement of parts Within the 
principles of the invention to the full eXtent indicated by the 
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broad general meaning of the terms in Which the appended 
claims are expressed is to be understood. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A parquet block With a Woodwork joints having four 

sides; 
a longitudinal notch having a short upper side and a long 

loWer side With a distal edge and de?ned at one of the 
sides near the upper side edge of the parquet block; 

a longitudinal tongue having a short upper side and a long 
loWer side With a proximal edge and de?ned on a side 
opposite to the longitudinal notch of the parquet block 
to be inserted into the longitudinal notch in an adjacent 
parquet block; 

tWo transverse tongues having a Width and de?ned respec 
tively on the sides different from the longitudinal notch 
and the longitudinal tongue; and 

tWo transverse grooves having a Width equal to the Width 
of the transverse tongues and de?ned respectively 
beside the transverse tongues so that a transverse 
tongue on an adjacent parquet block can be mounted 
inside the adjacent transverse groove. 

2. The parquet block With the Woodwork joint as claimed 
in claim 1, Wherein 

the longitudinal notch further comprises an upWard pro 
trusion formed on the distal edge of the longitudinal 
notch, and 

the longitudinal tongue further comprises a longitudinal 
detent de?ned on the proximal edge of the long loWer 
side of the longitudinal tongue. 

* * * * * 


